
 
 

 
 
 

Penn Commons' Uncommon Design  
Next to the Verizon Center, but definitely not your average sports bar 

 

It's a real sly play, without neon or team jerseys: Penn Commons is hip, masculine, and All-American, but 
it takes a second glance to notice the eleven flat screen TVs that qualify it as an all-star sports bar. That's 
because Penn Commons is the first 'sports bar' effort of the Passion Food Hospitality Group, a team known 
for its spacious, timely-appointed dining rooms throughout downtown DC and northern Virginia. When it 
ventured into Chinatown, to a cavernous venue smack-next to the Verizon Center, naturally, it brought 
along its signature flair.   
 
Passion Food Hospitality saunters into this new arena with high spirits and confidence. Commanding a big-
time space seating over 60 in the bar/lounge and 166 in the dining room, Penn Commons introduces an 
upscale-industrial-tavern sensibility to the neighborhood dominated by Washington’s downtown sports and 
entertainment complex. The lounge itself occupies a full 50% of the area, putting the focus squarely on 
casual good times.  
 
The floors are dark cement, and exposed pipes and ductwork at the ceiling ground the open setting with 
industrial geometry. Refined overhead lighting involves constellations of bare Edison bulbs hanging within 
metal baskets, and others encased in drum cylinders and long rectangular tanks of wire mesh. The ample u-
shaped bar and the wall behind it are paneled horizontally in rustic hickory planks, and the surface of the 
bar itself is warm and inviting oak.  
 
These expanses of simple hard-working materials are enlivened by bold contemporary graphics, sports-
minded quotations by notable Americans, and vintage photographs. A black-and-white collage of iconic 
U.S. symbols and U.S. presidents in various sporting pursuits wraps the upper wall in a lively mural. A life-
sized Woodrow Wilson in the flag-draped stands of a ballpark greets you from the far end of the restroom 
corridor, and both Roosevelts and Presidents Harding and Hoover join him in taking a break from the cares 
of the office, showcasing their sportsmanship on the walls of Penn Commons.  
 
For your own relaxation and comfort, the lounge features deep leather Chesterfield sofas; the cozy wrap-
around banquettes in the raised booths are also upholstered in a masculine leather. Walnut tabletops with a 
live edge lend warmth to the long stretch of high-top communal seating near the entrance, and plain wood 
tabletops and contemporary wood chairs and barstools keep the design and materials simple and natural. 
Reserve the chefs table by the bar for the best seat in the house. For more private gatherings, a cozy room 
in back behind closed screened-glass double doors baring an American eagle print, accommodates parties 
of up to sixteen for dining, doing business, or cheering an away-game.  
 
Penn Commons boasts a star player in Gensler, the integrated architectural firm that also produced the 
design of its sister establishment, District Commons, as well as that of Burger, Tap & Shake and the recent 
refurbishment of Acadiana, Penn Commons' neighbor just a few blocks north. For an atmosphere ready for 
laid-back hanging out and outta-control excitement, Penn Commons' playbook is packed with bold 
contemporary design, history, comfort, and wit.  
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